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ABSTRACT

Objectives
To compare the diagnostic accuracy of conditional computed tomography (CT), i.e. CT when initial ultrasound is negative or inconclusive, and immediate CT for patients with suspected appendicitis.

Methods
Data were collected within a prospective diagnostic accuracy study on imaging in adults with acute abdominal pain. All patients underwent ultrasound and CT, read by different observers who were blinded from the other modality. Only patients with clinical suspicion of appendicitis were included. An expert panel assigned a final diagnosis to each patient after 6 months of follow-up (clinical reference standard).

Results
A total of 422 patients were included with final diagnosis appendicitis in 251 (60 per cent). For 199 patients (47 per cent), ultrasound findings were inconclusive or negative. Conditional CT imaging correctly identified 241 of 251 (96 per cent) appendicitis cases (95 per cent CI 92 to 98), versus 238 (95 per cent) with immediate CT (95 per cent CI 91 to 97). The specificity of conditional CT imaging was lower: 77 per cent (95 per cent CI 70 to 83) versus 87 per cent for immediate CT (95 per cent CI 81 to 91).

Conclusion
A conditional CT strategy correctly identifies as many patients with appendicitis as an immediate CT strategy, and can halve the number of CTs needed. However, conditional CT imaging results in more false positives.
INTRODUCTION

Acute appendicitis is a very frequent underlying condition in adult patients presenting with acute abdominal pain at the emergency department. Diagnosing acute appendicitis remains a challenge. Imaging studies such as ultrasound and computed tomography (CT) have become standard in the evaluation of patients with suspected appendicitis and have shown to improve diagnostic accuracy and lower the negative appendectomy rate, compared to clinical evaluation only.\(^1,2\)

In terms of diagnostic performance, CT is found to be superior compared to ultrasound in detecting appendicitis.\(^3,4\) However, CT exposes patients to considerable ionizing radiation and is associated with a lifetime radiation-induced cancer risk.\(^5\) Enhancement of abdominal CT with intravenous contrast is customary, which potentially causes contrast-induced nephropathy or allergic reactions to iodinated contrast.

Ultrasound lacks radiation, does not require contrast-agent administration and is completely non-invasive. In an attempt to reduce the number of performed CT examinations while maintaining diagnostic accuracy, a conditional CT strategy has been developed for patients with acute abdominal pain.\(^6\) In a conditional strategy ultrasound is performed in all patients suspected of an urgent condition while CT is only used in those with negative or inconclusive ultrasound. This strategy was found to be the preferred strategy in unselected patients with acute abdominal pain at the emergency department, with the highest sensitivity and lowest overall exposure to radiation.\(^6\)

It is unclear whether these general results also hold for the large subgroup of patients with suspected appendicitis. Satisfying results have been reported on the implementation of a conditional CT strategy for acute appendicitis and its application is recommended by Dutch guidelines.\(^7,9\) In other countries the immediate use of CT is more customary for this group of patients.\(^1,10,11\) To our knowledge, no direct comparison of a conditional CT strategy versus an immediate CT strategy for suspected acute appendicitis has been made thus far.

The aim of the present study was to compare the diagnostic accuracy of a conditional CT strategy (CT only after inconclusive or negative ultrasound) versus an immediate CT strategy (CT in all without prior ultrasound) in adult patients with clinical suspicion of acute appendicitis. The second aim was to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy for other urgent surgical conditions in patients clinically suspected of acute appendicitis, since in clinical practice also the correct identification of alternate underlying conditions is important.
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METHODS

Data for the present study were collected as part of a prospective, multi-center, diagnostic accuracy study investigating the additional value of imaging on top of clinical evaluation in adult patients presenting with acute abdominal pain at the emergency department between March 2005 and November 2006. Details on the patient identification and imaging protocols have been published elsewhere.\textsuperscript{6,12} The Medical Ethics Committee approved the original study and all included patients gave written informed consent. All included patients underwent ultrasound as well as CT within a few hours after presentation. Two different observers who were blinded from all other imaging findings independently evaluated the results of ultrasound and CT.

Ultrasound

All standardized ultrasound examinations were performed using a curved 3.5-5.0 MHz array and a linear 10 MHz array, and findings were recorded in a digital case record form. The following appendiceal characteristics were evaluated: complete visualization of the appendix (visualized from base to the tip of the appendix), local transducer tenderness, compressibility of the appendix, a thickened appendix (diameter greater than 6 mm), the presence of an appendicolith, an intact layered wall structure, periappendiceal fat infiltration and free fluid adjacent to the appendix. Finally, an ultrasound diagnosis was selected from a predefined list of diagnoses.\textsuperscript{12} The diagnosis of acute appendicitis was left to the discretion of the radiologist and was not protocolled. Reference standard Ultrasound examinations were performed either by a radiological resident or by a staff radiologist. During office hours, ultrasound by residents was performed under the supervision of a staff radiologist.

Computed Tomography

The CT parameters for the different CT systems in the original multicentre study were effective mAs level 165, 120 kV, (4×) 2.5-mm collimation, (4×) 3-mm slice width and 0.5-s rotation time, and 125 ml intravenous iodinated contrast at 3 ml/s after a 60-s delay. No oral or rectal contrast agents were used. Patients with known renal failure underwent non-enhanced CT. The CT images were evaluated in the same standardized manner as the ultrasound examination, except for transducer tenderness and compressibility of the appendix. A CT diagnosis was selected from the same predefined list of diagnoses, as used for the ultrasound diagnosis. The diagnosis of acute appendicitis was not protocolled and was left to the discretion of the reader who evaluated the images. Computed tomography was evaluated by a staff radiologist or by a resident under the supervision of a staff radiologist.
**Final diagnoses**

A final diagnosis was assigned to every patient by an expert panel, based on histopathological, imaging, and surgical findings, clinical information and at least 6 months of follow-up. The panel consisted of two experienced gastrointestinal surgeons and an experienced abdominal radiologist. Every member of the expert panel individually evaluated all available evidence. In case of disagreement, consensus was achieved by group discussion. A final diagnosis of acute appendicitis was predominantly based on surgical findings, obtained histopathology and follow-up data.

**Classification of diagnoses**

Diagnoses assigned by the expert panel, apart from acute appendicitis, were classified as urgent surgical conditions or as conditions not requiring urgent surgical intervention (urgent nonsurgical conditions and non-urgent conditions). Urgent surgical conditions were defined as abdominal conditions requiring surgical intervention within 24 hours.

**Statistical analysis**

Only patients with a clinical suspicion of acute appendicitis, based on medical history, physical examination, and laboratory tests, were included in the analyses presented here. Estimates of sensitivity and specificity of imaging strategies for identification of acute appendicitis were calculated by comparing results of the imaging strategies against the final diagnoses, assigned by the expert panel, which served as the clinical reference standard. The results of the conditional CT strategy, as recommended by Dutch guidelines (http://www.nvgic.nl/richtlijnen/richtlijn%20appendicitis.pdf), were based on ultrasound diagnoses in patients with an ultrasound examination positive for acute appendicitis and the CT diagnoses in the remaining patients: those with negative or inconclusive ultrasound findings. Subsequently, only CT diagnoses positive for acute appendicitis were labelled ‘positive’ while all other diagnoses were regarded ‘inconclusive or negative’. For the results of the immediate CT strategy, the CT findings were used for all patients. Again, only CT diagnoses positive for acute appendicitis were labelled ‘positive’ while all other diagnoses were regarded ‘inconclusive or negative’. We also calculated the percentage of missed cases of acute appendicitis, the number of false positives, and estimates of the positive predictive value and negative predictive value. In addition we calculated how many CTs could be avoided with a conditional CT strategy, by calculating the proportion of patients with positive ultrasound findings.

The difference in performance between the imaging strategies based on likelihood ratios were tested for statistical significance by considering ultrasound as ‘triage test’ as described by Macaskill et al. Using this method, a direct comparison of positive and negative likelihood
results is made. If one or both of the likelihood ratios do not improve significantly, there is no clear choice between the two strategies. All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS® software version 20.0 (IBM, Armonk, New York). P values of less than 0.05 were considered to indicate statistical significance.

RESULTS

During a 19-month period, 1101 consecutive patients presented with acute abdominal pain, of whom 80 had to be excluded because of incomplete case record forms. Of the remaining 1021 patients, 422 (41 per cent) had a clinical suspicion of acute appendicitis, based on medical history, physical examination, and laboratory tests. These were included in the present analysis. Their mean age was 40 years (range 19 – 89); 226 (54 per cent) were female. A list of the final diagnoses of these 422 patients, as assigned by the expert panel, is shown in Table 1. Acute appendicitis was the final diagnosis in 251 (59 per cent). Seventeen patients (4.0 per cent) had an alternate final diagnosis classified as an urgent surgical condition. The remaining 154 (36 per cent) patients were assigned final diagnoses classified as urgent non-surgical conditions or non-urgent conditions.

Diagnostic accuracy for acute appendicitis

Flow charts of the findings of the conditional CT strategy and the immediate CT strategy are depicted in Fig. 1A and 1B. In 199 patients (47 per cent) ultrasound imaging was inconclusive or negative for appendicitis. The estimated diagnostic accuracy of both strategies is shown in Table 2. The conditional CT strategy was able to correctly identify a similar number of patients with acute appendicitis, compared to the immediate CT strategy: 241 (96 per cent; 95 per cent CI 93 to 98) versus 238 (95 per cent; 95 per cent CI 91 to 97) of 251. However, the conditional CT strategy resulted in more false positives compared to the immediate CT strategy (39 versus 22), with a lower specificity of 77 per cent (132 of 171; 95 per cent CI 70 to 83) versus 87 per cent (149 of 171; 95 per cent CI 81 to 91) and a lower positive predictive value of 86 per cent (95 per cent CI 81 to 90) versus 92 per cent (95 per cent CI 87 to 95). Comparison of the diagnostic performance of the direct CT and the conditional CT strategy based on likelihood ratios did not demonstrate superiority of one strategy.

Diagnostic accuracy for urgent surgical conditions

Imaging diagnoses compared against final diagnoses are listed in Table 3. Of the 39 patients with a false positive diagnosis of appendicitis following a conditional CT strategy, 6 had another underlying urgent surgical condition, compared to 2 of 22 after immediate CT
Table 1 Final diagnoses in 422 patients clinically suspected of having acute appendicitis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final diagnoses</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acute appendicitis</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other urgent surgical conditions</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute diverticulitis(a)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perforated viscus</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhesive small bowel obstruction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignant bowel obstruction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovarian torsion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute cholecystitis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute peritonitis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urgent non-surgical conditions</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynaecological diseases(b)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retroperitoneal or abdominal wall bleeding</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urological diseases(c)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-urgent conditions</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonspecific abdominal pain</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute diverticulitis(d)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammatory bowel disease</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal diseases(e)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urological diseases(f)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignancy</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynaecological diseases(g)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\) Acute diverticulitis with free air and/or free abdominal fluid on computed tomography

\(b\) Pelvic inflammatory disease, bleeding/ruptured ovarian cyst, tubo-ovarian abscess

\(c\) Ureteral stones with obstruction, pyelonephritis

\(d\) Acute diverticulitis without free air or free abdominal fluid on computed tomography

\(e\) Gastroenteritis, acute appendagitis epiploica, cholecystolithiasis, obstipation

\(f\) Renal and ureteral stones without obstruction, urinary tract infection

\(g\) Ovulation pain/bleeding

Table 2 Diagnostic accuracy of ultrasound with conditional CT versus immediate CT for the diagnosis of appendicitis in patients with clinical suspicion of acute appendicitis (N=422)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imaging strategy</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Missed cases</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Positive predictive value</th>
<th>False positive rate</th>
<th>Negative predictive value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conditional CT</td>
<td>96% (93-98)</td>
<td>4% 1 of 251</td>
<td>77% (70-83)</td>
<td>86% (81-90)</td>
<td>14% 241 of 280</td>
<td>93% (87-96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate CT</td>
<td>95% (91-97)</td>
<td>5% 13 of 251</td>
<td>87% (81-92)</td>
<td>92% (87-95)</td>
<td>8% 238 of 260</td>
<td>92% (86-95)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are percentages, numbers within parentheses indicate 95% confidence intervals. CT = computed tomography
Figure 1 Flowchart of the results of imaging strategies with (a) conditional CT and (b) immediate CT in patients with clinical suspicion of acute appendicitis

CT = computed tomography
Table 3  Results of imaging strategies compared with final diagnoses as assigned by expert panel for appendicitis, other urgent surgical conditions and the remainder of diagnoses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final diagnosis</th>
<th>Appendicitis (n = 251)</th>
<th>Other urgent surgical condition* (n=17)</th>
<th>Urgent non-surgical condition or non-urgent condition (n=154)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conditional CT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appendicitis</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other urgent surgical condition*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urgent non-surgical condition or non-urgent condition</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Immediate CT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appendicitis</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other urgent surgical condition*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urgent non-surgical condition or non-urgent condition</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Other surgical urgent conditions were defined as conditions demanding surgical intervention within 24 hours. CT = computed tomography

Table 4  Diagnostic accuracy of ultrasound with conditional CT versus immediate CT for the diagnosis of all urgent surgical conditions (including acute appendicitis) in patients with clinical suspicion of acute appendicitis (N=422)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imaging strategy</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Missed cases</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Positive predictive value</th>
<th>False positive rate</th>
<th>Negative predictive value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conditional CT</td>
<td>96% (93-98)</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>77% (70-83)</td>
<td>88% (84-91)</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>92% (85-95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate CT</td>
<td>94% (91-97)</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>85% (78-90)</td>
<td>92% (88-95)</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>90% (83-94)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are percentages; numbers within parentheses indicate 95% confidence intervals. Urgent surgical conditions were defined as conditions demanding surgical intervention within 24 hours. CT = computed tomography.
imaging. The diagnostic accuracy of both imaging strategies in detecting urgent surgical conditions, including acute appendicitis, in patients with clinical suspicion of appendicitis is shown in Table 4. For urgent conditions, the conditional CT strategy performed comparably against the immediate CT strategy, with a sensitivity of 96 versus 94 per cent and a negative predictive value of 92 versus 90 per cent. Here also, the specificity of the conditional strategy was significantly lower - 77 versus 85 per cent - as was the positive predictive value, with 88 versus 92 per cent. Evaluation of the diagnostic performances based on likelihood ratios revealed did not favour any strategy.

DISCUSSION

In this study, an imaging strategy with conditional use of CT (CT only after inconclusive or negative ultrasound) was directly compared to an immediate CT strategy (CT in all) in adult patients with suspected acute appendicitis. The conditional CT strategy was able to correctly identify a similar number of appendicitis cases and more than halved the number of CT scans required. However, the conditional strategy resulted in more false positive cases of appendicitis. About one in five of these wrongly diagnosed patients had other underlying urgent surgical conditions, and the clinical consequences of these false positive diagnoses may therefore be limited. However, for the detection of urgent surgical conditions, including appendicitis, the conditional CT strategy still resulted in more false positives than the immediate CT strategy.

Our results confirm the ability of the conditional CT strategy to correctly identify patients with appendicitis. The higher rate of false positives in the conditional CT strategy compared to the immediate CT strategy is explained by the stepwise nature of the conditional CT strategy, since it accumulates positives of both modalities: both true and false positives. Hence, a conditional strategy will never have a lower sensitivity or a higher specificity than the unconditional, immediate strategy, by definition.

Patients considered to have appendicitis on CT after inconclusive or negative ultrasound were frequently false positives: 16 of the 57 patients (28 per cent) who were positive on CT after a negative or inconclusive ultrasound did not have appendicitis as their final diagnosis. Apparently, both imaging modalities have limited diagnostic performance in these selected patients. The false positive rate of conclusive ultrasound was 10 per cent (23 of 223), whereas CT in all patients resulted in 8 per cent false positives (22 of 260). This good diagnostic performance of (conclusive) ultrasound, comparable to CT, suggests that more straightforward cases of appendicitis can adequately be detected by ultrasound.

Relatively high rates of false positives have previously been reported in a meta-analysis of head-to-head comparative studies evaluating ultrasound and CT for suspected appendicitis.\textsuperscript{4}
Imaging strategies with conditional versus immediate CT in acute appendicitis

The relatively high false positive rate of the conditional CT strategy is not reflected in reported rates of negative appendectomies after implementation of this strategy.\textsuperscript{7,9,15,16} A possible explanation for this discrepancy is the fact that the classification of imaging results into positive or negative is an oversimplification of clinical practice. The level of certainty of the diagnosis is ignored while this may play an important role in clinical decision-making. The reported percentage of false positives may not directly lead to comparable percentages of negative appendectomies when the confidence level of the diagnosis is involved.

Similar differences in diagnostic performance were demonstrated for alternate surgical emergencies just as it was for acute appendicitis. In clinical practice, not only the detection of acute appendicitis is important, but also the correct identification of alternative underlying conditions in patients with clinical suspicion of acute appendicitis. Approximately half of the patients with an alternate final diagnosis are hospitalized and one in four undergo surgery or other invasive interventions.\textsuperscript{17}

To evaluate the diagnostic performance of the conditional CT strategy and the immediate CT strategy for alternate conditions, all diagnoses were categorized based on the need for surgical intervention; conditions demanding urgent surgical intervention (including acute appendicitis) and non-urgent conditions or urgent non-surgical conditions. Although the authors realize that this classification is arbitrary and represents an oversimplification of clinical practice, it does take into account the differences in management of various underlying conditions. The clinical consequence of falsely diagnosing a patient with appendicitis, and potentially commencing surgical treatment, while the patient has a simple urinary tract infection is different from falsely diagnosing a patient who has a perforated hollow viscus. When the imaging strategy is evaluated as a diagnostic test, both patients are considered false positives. However, the latter patient would also need surgical treatment and the clinical consequences of the wrong diagnosis could therefore be limited.

The present study adds evidence to the debate whether a conditional CT strategy or an immediate CT strategy is preferred for adult patients with suspected acute appendicitis. Historically, a certain number of false positives and negative appendectomies is considered acceptable, to prevent missed cases of appendicitis with subsequent wrongful refrainment from treatment. Since the management of acute appendicitis is ever evolving, the desired characteristics of the preferred diagnostic test might change. For instance, with the potential conservative treatment of (uncomplicated) appendicitis, the consequences of false positive diagnoses would be overtreatment with antibiotics, instead of performing negative appendectomies.\textsuperscript{18}

Besides diagnostic performance, several other aspects should be taken into consideration when choosing the appropriate diagnostic strategy. Exposure to CT radiation with the risk of radiation-induced cancer is an increasing concern.\textsuperscript{3} New techniques have made low dose
CT possible and promising results are shown for diagnosing acute appendicitis. Either as single test or as part of a conditional strategy, low dose CT can potentially limit exposition to radiation without compromising diagnostic accuracy. The newest CT techniques even further decrease radiation dose. Alternative imaging modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging have also been studied and could potentially be implemented in diagnostic strategies for acute appendicitis. An additional argument in the debate is the potential of the conditional strategy to offer medical costs savings. A strategy based on ultrasound with selective use of CT, compared to only ultrasound or only CT, was shown to be a cost-effective imaging strategy in paediatric patients. Furthermore, an increase in use of CT for acute appendicitis was demonstrated to increase cost of care, decrease contribution to margin, prolong patient’s stay in the emergency department, and to delay time to operation.

Several potential limitations of this study need to be addressed. First, as stated previously, the classification of imaging results into positive or negative is an oversimplification of clinical practice. Furthermore, for all patients in whom the ultrasound diagnosis was not positive for appendicitis, the CT diagnosis was used for evaluating the diagnostic accuracy of the conditional CT strategy. In clinical practice, performing a CT is not always necessary if a certain diagnosis other than appendicitis is made on ultrasound. The performance of the conditional strategy in reducing the number of CTs needed could therefore be better than our reported results. In a study by Leeuwenburgh et al., the ultrasound examinations in 229 patients with suspected appendicitis were described. In eleven patients, an urgent condition other than appendicitis was diagnosed on ultrasound. Therefore, omitting CT when certain diagnoses other than appendicitis are made on ultrasound would only further reduce the number of CT scans by approximately 5 per cent.

The ultrasound and CT examinations that are included in our study were performed in 2005 and 2006. Technological advances in CT and ultrasound imaging have been made during the last decade and have resulted in improved image quality. Potentially, diagnostic accuracy of both modalities for acute appendicitis has also improved. However, this improvement would likely be marginal and the relative difference in diagnostic accuracy between both modalities is presumably unaltered. Another potential limitation is the fact that when applying the conditional CT strategy in clinical practice, a CT after an inconclusive or negative ultrasound examination is interpreted with knowledge of ultrasound findings. In our study, CTs after ultrasound were interpreted blinded from the ultrasound findings. We acknowledge that this study did not assess the effect of both strategies on clinical management and subsequent consequences. To address this issue, a study is needed comparing the clinical outcomes of patients suspected of having appendicitis randomized to diagnostic work-up according to either a conditional CT strategy or an immediate CT strategy. A final limitation of our study is the fact we did not evaluate all other aspects that should be taken into account when choosing
the appropriate imaging strategy for suspected appendicitis. Our study merely illustrates the consequences of both studied strategies on pure diagnostic accuracy. As previously stated, several other aspects such as radiation exposure play an important role as well.

Our study represents the first head-to-head comparison of two frequently applied imaging strategies in adult patients with clinical suspicion of acute appendicitis. This direct comparison avoids the introduced bias when two imaging modalities are compared among different populations. The appendicitis prevalence was 57 per cent, which falls within the range of previously reported prevalence rates in other studies including patients who are clinically suspected of having acute appendicitis.\(^4\,^{27}\) The prevalence of the disease under study is known to influence the diagnostic performance of a diagnostic test.\(^4\)

When choosing the appropriate imaging strategy for suspected appendicitis, the advantage of the conditional CT strategy (half the number of CTs needed) should be weighed against the potential clinical consequence of the increase in false positive diagnoses.
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